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ABSTRACT

Online learning is one among the foremost broadly speaking used terms, that has passed within the pitch of education at the side of IT, students, and college need quick and simple access to new technical and academic methods.

The online learning methods objects are primarily meant to be used by students for self-study, to boot, instructors will use on-line resources to supplement their room teaching.

So, this study discusses several on-line methods that may be applied and investigate in school rooms and live their effectiveness. that an intermingled learning strategy approach, computer-based learning approach, on-line learning vs offline learning (Ubiquitous Digital Information), and Team-based learning (TBL), From the table, lead to the present analysis we are able to conclude that the excellent strategy is mixed learning that provides the proportion of the height then follow by computer-based learning, so team-based learning, finally present digital learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online learning is one of the most generally used terms, which has pass in the field of education together with IT. Educational institutions make this type of education a part of their long-term plans and they make massive asset in this teaching and learning method. [28]

students and faculty desire fast and easy access to new practical and educational strategies. They would like to greatly interact with each other and to use technology for better teaching and learning. They normally use information and communication technology to simplify the teaching and learning process. This propensity can be accomplished with online learning strategies.

The online learning methods things square measure primarily supposed to be used by students for self-study, to boot, lecturers will use on-line resources to enhance their schoolroom teaching.

So, for any on-line learning methods application, together with e-learning, instructors got to mirror however the technology may be integrated into the info with such methods in on-line learning inventions. So, this study discusses a few the net methods which will be applied and investigate in lecture rooms and live their effectiveness.

On the one hand, the net data with success is repeatedly attention-grabbing the autonomous learning students to speedily update and increase their existing nature of information. [27]

Over the last periods, there has been a move in student learning activities from ancient types of teaching to different media that assignment online, distance, or electronic learning. [22]

As delineated by (Howlett,2009) [10] This online learning entrance provides options for making and commercial enterprise a range of learning ways appropriate for education.

for straightforward formation and distribution of effective on-line ways, the academics will merely transfer existing digital documents, like PowerPoint slides and image files. Besides, learners will merely generate on-line material employing an inherent authoring tool, by that users will create sites with text and transmission designers.

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

There is a vital need for change with concentrating and shifting from teacher-centered towards interactive, learner-centered approaches. Shifting the focus towards the student-learner involves accenting the role of the students.

During the past decade, it's been seen a notable unfold within the use of on-line learning ways in several areas of education. on-line learning professions have accrued
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intensely as proved by the trend in issued studies over the past decade.

Educational programs apply on-line learning for several of those cases. however, there has been a requirement to figure relating to the barriers that students face and therefore the solutions to boost meeting with on-line learning ways. [16] Therefore, the present study aims to fill this gap. In some occurrences, on-line learning stands alone because of the essential, main course of study of a program. additional normally, on-line learning tools area unit mechanisms of the course of study, supplementing ancient face-to-face room and academic actions. over the net from a desktop or mobile device, outside of the room, or alternative ancient learning environments. [7] However, the progress of the simplest practices for info and communication technology addition in numerous on-line learning ways to facilitate autonomous learning expertise remains in its starting. Educators and learners want direction to assist them to decide on the suitable on-line learning ways to use in numerous instructional settings and to participate effectively in separate courses and across the course of study.

III. RESEARCH QUESTION
1) What are the instructional design approaches for online learning strategies?
2) What is the effectiveness of a blended learning strategy approach?
3) What is the effectiveness of the computer-based learning approach?
4) What is the effectiveness of Online learning vs offline learning (Ubiquitous Digital Information)?
5) What is the effectiveness of Team-based learning (TBL)?

IV. THE PURPOSE
This study indicates and highlights basic knowledge to understand the online learning strategies. Besides, the current study objects to explore students’ learning notice, satisfaction, learning experience, and act on the cognitive feature, while little research was found to investigate their research degree or cognitive loading. So current study aims to:
1) Implement effective teaching strategies in education.
2) Explored students’ learning interest/satisfaction
3) Facilitate instructors and students to appear for on-line resources to improve teaching and learning within the correct program.
4) Explore the many probably for on-line ways.
5) Describe the capabilities that students continually a failure, the areas that students notice most fascinating, and what areas that we'd like to revamp in order that it helps students accomplish well
6) Explore the compensations and challenges of victimization online learning
7) Explore the necessities to contemplate for the undefeated and effective application of online tools and their incorporation into curricula.
8) The growing role of on-line and IT technologies in education
9) Participate in e-learning in education can amend the landscape of however students self-direct learn.

V. IMPORTANCE
1) Enhance learning methods for college students by providing them with independent and personal learning environments
2) Explore the features that best expect students’ achievement in education.
3) Define the association between online and offline learning.
4) Define the strategies that have the most efficient influence on students’ learning
5) Support faculty members need to devise ways for integrating e-learning into their curricula.
6) The application of online learning within a school will encourage faculty to remain up to date on technological advances.
7) Sharing e-learning into teaching applies.
8) Confirm a strong suggestion base for or against e-learning in education

VI. TOOLS
1) A survey to evaluate the effectiveness of a blended learning strategy approach
2) A survey to evaluate the effectiveness of computer-based learning approach.
3) A survey to evaluate the effectiveness of Online learning vs offline learning (Ubiquitous Digital Information),
4) A survey to evaluate the effectiveness of Team-based learning (TBL)

VII. THE ONLINE LEARNING STRATEGIES
A. Blended Learning Strategy Approach
It is a technique to mix the benefits of online and offline learning strategies, referred to as homogenized learning a combination of online and offline learning may well be the foremost effective for education. [9] A blending learning environment uses many learning technologies, like on-line learning mechanisms, that are wont to improve traditional room instructions, these learning objects also can be constant and reused to get an internet course. Thus, the training objects are often won't sustenance numerous learning activities and learning objectives [3]. So, the study integrates an online learning material with each schoolroom and side learning in a kind of attention-grabbing way. on-line components might follow face-to-face learning to support or extend learning, basically, this e-learning entry supports individual learning, whereby students access learning materials primarily based upon their own learning wants through blackboard content.

To support such a learning atmosphere, students have a customized account service, wherever they will use the resources of interest the study follow these heads to develop the blended learning approach:
Blended learning will facilitate larger sharing within the interactive than face-to-face learning activities.
1) The blended learning approach conveyance autonomous learning into the middle of attention
2) These approaches apply real-life issues as attention for learning
3) Blended learning together with an online course followed by a live workshop
4) The on-line module was interactive, multimedia, and raised accessibility and management over the content.
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B. Computer-Based Learning Approach

A computer-based learning technique is open learning areas that are addicted to learner-learner, and learner–teacher interaction, it's important to be clear however accessible the academics are going to be. We tend to create programming once specific academics are online thus there's continuously a presence, or that the tutors can only answer to notes that match the course track. A further approach to acting with learners is to host live question and answer sittings, wherever academics are online at a selected time and learners understand that if they post a comment throughout this era, they're going to receive a fast reply. Several software explanations will support this growth and can have some technical support to verify the session goes affording to set up. (20) though the time after you hold the session will vary, to supply for all learners recording the session for asynchronous viewing by those in numerous time zones would be a much-appreciated technique. As an alternative, live sessions might be run multiple times day by day, or colleagues from collaborating establishments around the world may run them to supply for specific teams. It is open access courses created by analysis with computer-based learning approaches the potential role of computer-based learning strategies means that various range of learners will enrich the course outside, what might be delivered by the host institution alone, by sharing their information and knowledge with others [13].

A study framework for delivering computer-based learning approaches follows these guides:

1) Enroll during a computer-based learning approach to completely gain on-line the web the net) surroundings taking part that's generally in line with student’s knowledge base to gaining insight into this technique of online learning.

2) Learn from alternative computer-based learning ways enthusiasts Before getting on the event stage, confirm you're totally tuned in to the facts and time commitment concerned.

3) Develop a computer-based learning approaches topic.

4) The topic ought to be targeted on area neighborhood a district a regional locality a vicinity a partial section) that are deeply obsessiona regarding as this interest can bump into within the resources the analysis develops. However, we tend to rigorously take into reflection the supposed target market and therefore the computer-based learning ways length.

5) Employee, a committed and excited team to support the computer-based learning approaches development and delivery a team of compatible and committed individuals ought to be incorporates.

6) The team ought to encompass a lead tutorial to progress an acceptable program, write lecture scripts for video-based content, produce learning objects, and set assessment queries. Using a group of adjunct equals to assist within the analysis procedure of this material is additionally urged to substantiate the content is well accessible and delivers the meant learning objectives.

7) Support network ought to embrace members WHO will step during at transient notice and facilitate transport the course in a backup and lecturers WHO will move with the learners on the stage once the course is running.

8) Develop a program map to guide the content reach develop program map, and build the target market, what educational level the content goes to cover.

9) To generate a transparent project arrange it ought to be clear that the event of a computer-based learning technique may be a complex and inefficient method.

10) It's important that the computer-based learning ways delivery is committed to the course’s style and is rich with the number of contents that must be made.

11) It is important is critical is important] to rise that making skilled videos and alternative kinds of media needs significant time and this must be scheduled.

12) Concept an acceptable assessment profile once considering what assessments your computer-based learning ways can contain the foremost necessary thought is measurability [25].

13) Computer-based learning ways typically fascinate learners, and it's necessary that we will deliver feedback that's timely and proper.

14) The most public format is automatic quizzes, which might be settled throughout the program and permit learners to observe their development.

15) Promote course with a transparent and attractive message once the beginning date for the course.

16) Provide an adjunct surrounding for learners to move with most computer-based learning ways. [23]

17) Diverse learners can move with computer-based learning ways to variable levels.

18) Develop a large analysis and analysis strategy for post-course reflection and development.

19) Share information to any enhanced computer-based learning and received useful and regeneration.

C. Online Learning vs Offline Learning (Ubiquitous Digital Information)

To prepare the qualified learner for today’s atmosphere within which the web offers ubiquitous digital data, Offline learning, or traditional room teaching, represents teaching within the pre-internet era. Though some sorts of data technology have already been applied to support instruction, traditional teaching ways needed that teaching and education
ought to get a place at constant time and place. on-line learning, additionally referred to as internet-based learning or web-based learning, doesn't have time and house range, and thus, makes teaching and learning separate via internet-based data delivery systems. each on-line and offline teaching is generally employed in an educational activity. so, this study planned to explore and discuss the potential factors across these 2 teaching ways that may cause variations in ineffectiveness:

The effectiveness of on-line learning is influenced by numerous problems. Some problems produce barriers for on-line learning, like body matters, social communication, educational skills, technical skills, learner motivation, time and support for studies, technical issues, cost, and access to the net. [17]

1) Other factors might end in low-quality online learning, as an example, associate degree ineffective style and arrangement of multimedia materials. [18]
2) The effective analysis of on-line and offline teaching in education, therefore, ought to rely upon associate degree inclusive reflection of however they're used across teams. It ought to all be assessed as well as the training goals, style properties of the training materials, analysis of learning outcomes.
3) However, this newer evidence still recommends that online learning may be as effective as offline one for coaching licensed health care professionals, however, the overall effects of on-line learning were little and given no important variance in comparison to offline teaching (8).
4) This study style targeting data and ability outcomes.
5) The objective of this organized analysis was to evaluate however on-line learning compared to offline learning the effectiveness of on-line learning varied, that is as or more practical than offline learning for a few target data and skills and also the students. To avoid the potential limitations of on-line learning in hinge the education knowledge and skills.

D. Team-based learning (TBL)

Team-based learning raises the applying of data through individual work, little cluster work and cooperation, and instant feedback. Learners get information through self-study and completion of needed reading assignments. [26]

During TBL sessions learners apply this data in a very sequence of problem-solving training controlled by a coach. this might embody Individual Passion, cluster Readiness, and application exercises. [4]

It shifts the course goal from knowing to applying, students shift from passive to the active learner, and responsibility for learning shifts from teacher to student, a careful assessment of the challenges, outcomes, and problems associated with TBL has to be studied. to make sure that TBL is going to be with success enforced, some areas ought to be investigated. a smart backing from the management. [15]

1) The TBL course was designed. Students were strategically organized into permanent groups.
2) Each TBL unit begins by finding out assigned learning material (reading materials, website tutorials, video demonstrations, etc.) before class.
3) They were additionally specified regular and timely feedback on their performance. Following this method, every team is assigned with appl
4) Students’ Reaction towards TBL

5) Students were comfy operating in groups and satisfied with the team members’ participation.
6) Students appreciated learning in groups and were developing the understanding and skills required to figure fruitfully in task-groups. [2]
7) TBL in an exceedingly focused course presentation appeared to be notably engaging for the best students of the year, creating them even a lot of fortunate within the key examination.
8) Even the scholar's World Health Organization usually learned on your own extraordinarily valued learning in groups, therefore rising the kind and skills fascinating to figure fruitfully in task-groups. improvement in student engagement with course content, therefore, increased their understanding. [11]
9) They believed that it’d facilitate them to perform higher in their exams, several students read TBL favorably regardless of their grades. [12]
10) Incorporation of TBL supports active learning, essential thinking of foundational information exploitation massive schoolroom cooperative learning processes, which can raise their interest in learning. [5]
11) TBL is an active technique primarily during an extremely reduced and concept-based course
12) 20- to 30-minute interactive webinar argument(s) with varied on-the-ground and general leaders.
13) An on-line discussion forum to facilitate sharing ideas (19)
14) An on-line repository for distributing materials associated with worth inventions. the training network employed a non-public Google Community. [24]
15) The replacement of a complete lecture-based course of study recovery placement, Given the trials of college time promise associated fitting TBL sessions inside an eventful inhabitant and school workday. [14]
16) The course of study information is an important part of placement coaching and is typically educated during a lecture setting. [1]
17) Challenges display by work hour restrictions, increasing demands, reduced time for teaching, and restricted effectiveness of lectures as a method of participating learners have resulted in the need for active learning approaches. [6]
18) Team-based learning (TBL) could be a dynamic learning method. [21]

VIII. SAMPLING AND METHODS

This study follows some a procedure to achieve its aims which be presented as following.

A. First Stage
A random sample of students were chosen about 150 students.

B. Second Stage
1) The course of study Development tutorial style
1) The tutorial style is outlined as “the method of determinant what ways of instruction area unit best for desired changes in student information and skills for particular course content and specific student
2) Instructional style strains the organized method of developing instructional or coaching programs
3) The tutorial style consists of 5 phases: analysis, design, development, implementation, and analysis.
These phases produce the standards for the look observe that meets the quality of the advised ways.

2) Learning desires assessment

The aim of a need’s assessment is to search out what students got to understand to perform the designed behavior desires assessment was conducted to spot specific content in methods and outline the acceptable content for every strategy.

3) Analysis

The analysis purpose among methods is that the formulation of environmental and structure descriptions and identification of resources, content, and assessment of learning desires and ability needs, classification of learner and analysis of goals and objectives for varieties of data, skills, or learning obligatory.

4) Learner options

Learners have completely different preferences for what they learn and the way they learn. Some prefer to learn what they understand as relevant or sensible whereas others prefer to take time to or desires. Face-to-face, massive cluster instruction sessions might meet the requirements of some students however not others preferring to find out one by one at their own pace and reflection on their learning. So, the study distributes the training strategy consistent with learner options and characteristics.

5) Style and Development

In the style and development stages, the main focus was on formulation goals and elaborate learning objectives, sequencing content, choosing media, submission of learning and tutorial principles consistent with appropriate learning strategy additionally designing for assessment and analysis of learning.

6) Setting Goals and Objectives

After the analysis, the general goals of the content and learning objectives for every strategy were placed the taxonomy was wont to outline and confirm specific, measurable objectives that will function as a guide for each student learning.

7) Sequencing of Content

It was a challenge for college students to work out what resources they must use, and why and after they ought to use them. it absolutely was determined in every strategy, within the strategy, connected queries are explained at intervals the training context and data resources acceptable for various varieties of strategy are introduced.

8) Making Tutorial Methods

According to tutorial systems, associate degree tutorial strategy was established according to the conditions include activities that facilitate strategy aspects of the training method.

9) Development

A content management system adopted, offers the aptitude of observation and following students’ usage activities and access to course materials consistent with every strategy.

10) Evaluation

Evaluation is employed for the aim of constructing a judgment concerning the worth, excellence, or result of academic methods.

Both formative and summation analysis are a crucial part of tutorial style summation evaluation is bothered with mensuration the effectiveness of the merchandise when its implementation.

a) Formative evaluation

The formative analysis power-assisted style and development of the information. As a result, many enhancements were created, together with a visible roadmap for navigating the strategy and a guide for the exploitation of the strategy.

b) Summative evaluation

The summation analysis is to evaluate an academic product’s overall price, quality, or final value.

Fig. 2. learning strategy development

C. Third Stage

A strategy analysis survey issued to assess students’ reaction to the strategy, and a self-assessment check is provided for college students to measure their own learning outcomes. Since the implementation of the strategy.

D. Fourth stage

Further critical efforts were done, as well as interviews with students to provide their opinions on the utility of the strategy, analysis of the long-run impact of the strategy on students’ and observation of student participation and contributions to every strategy.
IX. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

TABLE I A BLENDED LEARNING STRATEGY EFFECTIVENESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>not decided</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the advantages of integrated learning are combining online and offline learning strategies</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This strategy is the response to your desires</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mixture of online and offline learning may well be the foremost effective for college boy education</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This strategy is employed to improve advanced room directions</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it supports individual learning, wherever students access learning materials based mostly upon their own learning desires</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It supports interaction among users by providing online discussion boards to facilitate cooperative learning</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It will facilitate the educational skills</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It provides students with larger confidence and information</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online learning permits students to accumulate basic, foundational information as preparation for a face-to-face room or side learning</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blended learning is often particularly helpful for learners with various instructional or experiential backgrounds</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it changes the role of an educational teacher from providing information to encouraging, motivating, facilitating, leading the discussion, and assessing achieving learning objectives and competencies.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it is transportation self-directed learning into the middle of attention involves the learner as an energetic participant</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This design makes the most effective use of the time spent and also the quality of the academic engagement with the professional instructor(s) and with alternative students.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The student's satisfaction to the mixture between online learning and off-line strategies 73%m additionally they satisfy that the strategy accomplishes their desires with share forty-sixth, additional over they accept as true with The mixture of online and offline learning and it would be the foremost effective for collegian education. Also, this strategy is employed to improve ancient room directions fifty-six, else it supports individual learning, wherever in students access learning materials primarily based upon their own learning desires sixty-fourth. additionally thereto will facilitate the training of skills, and provides students with larger confidence and information forty-third, the web learning permits students to accumulate basic, foundational information as preparation for a face-to-face room or side learning 43%, conjointly the emulsified learning strategy is interactive, multimedia, and raised accessibility and management over the content and pace of learning for these teams of extremely numerous learners 48%, it changes the role of an educational teacher from providing information to encouraging, motivating, facilitating, leading the discussion, and assessing achieving learning objectives and competencies 50%. It is delivery independent learning five hundredths, This style makes the best use of the time spent and therefore the quality of the academic engagement with the skilled instructor(s) and with different students 35%.

The students gave 29.3% to strongly agree, whenever they gave 26.1% to agree also they gave 20.7% to not decided and they gave a low percentage to disagree 17.6% and strongly disagree 13.7%, that mean the was satisfy with blended learning strategy in education.
TABLE II: COMPUTER-BASED LEARNING EFFECTIVENESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>items</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>not decided</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is obsessed with learner-learner, and learner–mentor interaction,</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It interacts with learners is to host live question and answer sessions,</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It uses numerous software package solutions that will support this development</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the time after you hold the session will vary, to supply for all learners recording the session for asynchronous</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The live sessions might be run multiple times day by day or colleagues from collaborating establishments</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the education literature is well inhabited with computer-based learning approaches</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Enrollment on computer-based learning approaches to completely gain the web environment taking part is helpful</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It diode educational to develop an acceptable program, write lecture scripts for video-based content, produce learning objectives, and set assessment queries.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development of computer-based learning approaches is a fancy and long method</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is committed to the course’s style and is evident in the number of contents that must be created</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It Provides a collateral atmosphere for your learners to move with most computer-based learning approaches</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different learners can move with computer-based learning approaches</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. computer-based learning effectiveness

The students gave 27.5% to strongly agree, whenever they gave 24.4% to agree also they gave 17.3% to not decided and they gave a low percentage to disagree 16.7% and strongly disagree 14%, that mean the was satisfy with blended learning strategy in education.
TABLE III: ONLINE LEARNING VS OFFLINE LEARNING (UBIQUEOUS DIGITAL INFORMATION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>items</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>not decided</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It makes teaching and learning separate via internet-based info delivery systems</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some factors produce barriers for on-line learning, like body problems, social interaction, educational skills, technical skills, learner motivation, time and support for studies,</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It ought to rely on a comprehensive thought of however they're used across teams.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online learning worked higher than offline one for education.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is simpler than offline learning for a few target data and skills and therefore the students.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It makes teaching and learning separate via internet-based info delivery systems 54%. Some factors produce barriers for on-line learning, like body problems, social interaction, educational skills, technical skills, learner motivation, time and support for studies, technical issues, and access you'll overcome it forty fifths. It ought to rely on a comprehensive thought of however they're used across teams. It ought to all be assessed together with the educational goals, style properties of the educational materials, analysis of learning outcomes 42%. on-line learning worked higher than offline one for undergraduate education 44%. it's more practical than offline learning for a few target information and skills and therefore the students 45%.

Fig.5. Online learning vs offline learning (ubiquitous digital information)

The students gave 22.2% to strongly agree, whenever they gave 23.8% to agree also they gave 22.6% to not decided and they gave a low percentage to disagree 16.7% and strongly disagree 14%, that mean the was satisfy with blended learning strategy in education.

TABLE IV: TEAM-BASED LEARNING (TBL) EFFECTIVENESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>items</th>
<th>strongly agree</th>
<th>agree</th>
<th>not decided</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It provides frequent and timely feedback on students’ performance.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students appreciated learning in groups and were developing the understanding and skills</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students were comfy operating in groups and satisfied with the team members' participation.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improvement in student engagement with course content so increased their understanding</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporation of TBL supports active learning, essential thinking of foundational data exploitation massive classroom cooperative learning processes,</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the replacement of a whole lecture-based information placement, Given the challenges of school time commitment TBL sessions</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges expose by work hour restrictions, reduced time for teaching,</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team-based learning (TBL) is a vigorous learning methodology</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Team-based learning (TBL) effectiveness

### X. CONCLUSION

From the table result in the current research we can conclude that the comprehensive strategy is blended learning which give the heights percentage then follow by computer-based learning, and then team-based learning, finally ubiquitous digital learning. So, the current study is agreed with other studies such as (Jamie Costley,2020) [29] the Purpose of This study aims to look at how the use of perceptive learning strategies might reasonable the association.

Design/methodology/approach this study found that the utilization of psychological feature methods moderates this relationship. “This shows that the utilization of cognitive methods will facilitate overcome unclear instruction and facilitate to provide higher levels of student learning. Originality/value – among online learning environments”. conjoinly (Tsai-Yun Mou, 2020) [30] This study sightsaw preservice and in-service infancy educators’ on-line educational learning opinions and techniques. Design/methodology/approach attention cluster argument was accepted regarding the event of the questionnaires. The survey results showed that in-service academics typically control additional elegant learning opinions than the preservice academics altogether rulers. Also, in-service academics answered with the next level of on-line educational learning methods than the preservice academics did. relating to their online experiences.

Moreover (Mohd Muslim Md Zalli,2020) [31] specializing in “Massive Open on-line Course (MOOC) is among unsettling innovations in on-line learning environments that attract a vital interest among students. MOOCs need learners to be actively concerned and to utilize a separate method of self-regulated learning. The progress of an activity model for on-line self-regulated learning (SRL) has been found to be lacking when put next to the normal, face-to-face context. This analysis has the target of developing a model for measure on-line self-regulation ways in Malaysian MOOCs. Further, this study recommends many suggestions relating to the relevance of the activity model with alternative variables associated with teaching and learning in MOOC” additionally (Muir,2020) [32] study Simplification ways for enhancing the educational and engagement of on-line students there square measure increasing worries regarding low student retention and progression rates for on-line students compared with on-campus students. equally, (Lee,2020) [33] study examines the relationships between self-efficacy, task value, and therefore the use of self-regulated learning ways by huge open online course (MOOC) learners from a social psychological feature perspective. And There was a statistically vital distinction within the use of self-regulated learning ways between learners WHO possessed high self-efficacy and people WHO possessed low self-efficacy. Ether This study was designed (SUCAROMANA, U,2020) [35] to “discuss the net learning ways that enclosed motivation, self-monitoring, net skill, net anxiety, and concentration, of Thai EFL college man students. The results specific the extent of net anxiety was high, whereas the extent of motivation, degree of self-monitoring, level of net skill, and level of concentration may be at a mean level once engaged in on-line learning. additionally, there was a vital distinction between gender with the web anxiety, whereas there was no vital distinction relating to students’ learning accomplishment altogether on-line learning strategies”.

### TABLE V: THE STRATEGIES COMPARISON AND CONCLUSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Not Decided</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-a blended learning</td>
<td>28.15</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-computer-based learning</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- ubiquitous digital info</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Team-based learning</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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